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This report describes the final stage of the production of Karlheinz Stockhausen’s COSMIC PULSES, an eight-channel electronic music piece conceived as the 13th hour of the cycle KLANG (SOUND), the 24 hours of the day [1]. For this project, the Experimentalstudio für akustische Kunst in Freiburg [2] was commissioned by Stockhausen to produce the spatialization of 24 sound layers over 8 channels, according to a series of 241 rotations. These layers -in forehand produced by the composer- were made up of synthesizer recordings of about 24 minutes each. During the course of the piece, each of these layers should rotate according to given sets of loudspeaker series, synchronized with specific time cues. The production of this project was carried out by Joachim Haas and Gregorio Karman at the Experimentalstudio in Freiburg, between December 2006 and April 2007, in constant communication with the composer, while the spatialization itself took place at Stockhausen’s installations in Kürten between the 25th and 31st of April 2007. Spatialization techniques employed by Stockhausen in previous similar projects were studied, and several alternative plans were put to consideration regarding the strategy to follow and the choice of spatial engines and interfaces, with special concern on the design of the production process itself.

System overview

The system developed for COSMIC PULSES is based on a spatialization device –the OKTEG– handling the real-time panning of eight simultaneous layers, coupled together with a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) in charge of layer playback, trajectory recording and mixing tasks. The core of the OKTEG is a Max/MSP [3] patch that implements eight variable-law amplitude-panning modules, each of them driven by a sequencer with its own tempo control. These eight sequencers are controlled by means of messages managed by an execution queue, containing the rotation data. The tempo of each sequencer is adjusted in real-time by means of motor faders. A salient feature of this design is that spatial performance is encoded as a frequency-modulated audio-rate sawtooth and recorded as a standard audio track in the DAW, providing an integrated and sample-accurate trajectory recording environment.
The diagram above shows an overview of the implementation and signal flow of the system used. For the recording of trajectories a Mac Pro based ProTools HD system with two 192 I/O 16-channel interfaces was chosen. Layer playback, sequence triggering and routing for audio monitoring are also performed within the same ProTools box. The OKTEG behaves as an eight-channel insert processor, running on a Power MAC G5 computer shipped with a Lynx TWO PCI card with 16 digital I/O channels. Further hardware involved a mixing desk for signal monitoring, two motor fader control surfaces, USB + video monitor extenders, and eight high-end audiophile quality loudspeakers. The specific details of signal flow and interaction between the control bus (K) and the raw layers (B) as well as the downmix (D) tracks are explained below.

The OKTEG

The OKTEG is an eight-channel spatialization unit for positioning eight simultaneous signals over eight loudspeakers, purposely designed for the production of COSMIC PULSES. It merges different ideas present in former devices such as the QUEG, the Rotationsmühle, or the Rotationstisch, all related to previous works composed by Stockhausen. The QUEG (Quadrophonic Effects Generator), a four-channel spatialization unit -designed by Tim Orr and
manufactured by EMS in 1975 - was used by Stockhausen in OKTOPHONIE (1990/1991). The OKTEG resembles the QUEG for being a spatial step sequencer, as well as in its LED-based visual feedback system. However, the new design allows for an optimised production process when compared to the overdubbing-downmixing procedure described in the foreword of the latter score [4]. Like in the Rotationsmühle – a device used in the spherical auditorium at the World’s Fair in Osaka and later implemented as output stage of the Klangwandler [5] - the OKTEG provides the performer with manual control of rotation velocity, and different routings are accomplished by means of matrix programs. The Rotationstisch, first used as a spatialization instrument in KONTAKTE, was later further developed for exploring the artifacts which appeared at very high rotation speeds [5, 6, 7]. Following this idea, the OKTEG provides with sample accurate trajectories and arbitrary high rotation speeds, assisting the exploration of a continuum linking space and timbre. When sound trajectories get close to the upper velocity range of 16 rot/sec in the composition of COSMIC PULSES, the perception of movement is gradually transformed into a diffuse and vibrating spatial quality. Higher rotation frequencies manifest themselves as audible modulation effects. Further alternatives including graphical input of trajectories, or more complex virtual space simulation techniques were also discussed, but didn’t prove to be adequate for materializing Stockhausen’s spatial conception for this composition.

The figure below shows the graphical interface of a single OKTEG module, with LED monitoring of active loudspeakers, envelope-shaping controls (Bias/Overlap), numerical display of rotation frequency, position within the cycle (horizontal level-meter), and recording and sync
lights. The illustration on the right schematizes the block diagram of one OKTEG channel consisting of a control module, an envelope generator and an 8x8 matrix.

![Block Diagram of OKTEG Channel]

**Control Module**

The Control Module is in charge of generating the driving signal, which directly controls the cycle rate of the space sequencer. In the Max/MSP patch, an oscillator, whose frequency is controlled by means of a physical fader, generates the audio-rate control sawtooth. During performance, this signal is recorded as an audio track in ProTools, registering an imprint of the performed speed variations. Once recorded, the control module switches to playback mode, using the recording instead as control source for the envelope generator. For eventual corrections of the spatial performance, a punch-in mode is provided. In this mode, a phase locked loop compares the frequency of the recorded sawtooth with the local oscillator during pre-roll time, adjusting both oscillator frequency and motor fader position for smooth trajectory punch-in.

![Control Flow in Performance, Playback and Preroll modes]

[Fig. 3. Graphical interface (left) and functional diagram (right) of a single OKTEG channel]

[Fig. 4. Control flow in Performance, Playback and Preroll modes]
Envelope Generator

The Envelope Generator module is responsible for turning the modulated sawtooth coming from the control module into an eight-channel envelope signal. The incoming sawtooth is split into eight channels by shifting and applying the modulo-operator. The resulting phasors are then used to read the panning function (Fig 5). Further parameters that can be adjusted at this stage are overlapping, and continuous envelope shaping or bias. For COSMIC PULSES an overlapping value of 2, and a squared sinus envelope shape (\(\sin^2\)) were judged to be the most adequate settings throughout. In the final stage, the multi-channel envelope is multiplied with the sound fed to the OKTEG, and sent through the matrix to obtain the desired loudspeaker sequence.

![Fig. 5. Eight time-shifted phasors (above) are used to read the envelope function stored in a buffer for obtaining the multichannel envelope (below). Overlapping = 1 (left), Overlapping = 2 (middle), Overlapping = 0.75 (right).]

Rotation range and tempi scale

Different tempo “tunings” and ranges were discussed during the production stage of the OKTEG. The slowest rotation period chosen in the end was 16 seconds, and the fastest 0.0625 seconds (i.e. 16 rot/sec). Tempo for each OKTEG channel can be varied continuously within these two boundaries by means of motor-faders. A tempo scale with 24 steps was defined, for being used used in COSMIC PULSES as “tempo keynotes” for each one of the 24 of the layers. Consecutive tempi within this scale are related by a ratio of \(1:\sqrt[24]{256}\), an interval between a major third and a perfect fourth.
Workflow

In this section, the spatialization procedure that was followed is described (Fig.7). Initially the ProTools project is loaded with the 24 raw sound layers to be spatialized (1). The first step in the production is processing layer -B24- through the OKTEG. Playing the OKTEG involves real-time performance of rotation speed and level during the length of the layer by means of motor faders. The spatial information, encoded as a frequency-modulated sawtooth, is recorded in track K24 (2), while dynamics are stored as standard level automation data in track B24. This action is repeated eight times for each of the subsequent tracks (3), while hearing the previously performed layers as in an...
overdubbing process. Spatial movements are rendered live through the OKTEG insertions, thus speed and level corrections can be made before downmixing the first 8-packet to the eight D-tracks (4). Once consolidated, the original B-layers and the control K-tracks are deactivated in order to free resources, but still if any adjustments should be needed after bouncing, the tracks could be effortlessly made active again. The same process described in steps (2) and (3) is repeated with the second 8-packet -B16 to B9- (5) in order to obtain the second downmix. Again, the process is repeated for the last eight layers, B8 to B1 (6). Finally, the relative levels of the resulting three packets are adjusted by means of VCA automation.

Master Tapes

Two different Master sets of COSMIC PULSES were produced. In the first version, the resulting 24 D-tracks from the final ProTools session were directly transferred to three Tascam DA98 digital tape recorders, attached to the TDIF ports of the ProTools interfaces. The three resulting DTRS tapes of the digital transfer contain:

- TAPE 1: spatialized layers 1-8
- TAPE 2: spatialized layers 9-16
- TAPE 3: spatialized layers 17-24

These tapes are to be played with three DA98 machines running simultaneously (time-code synced), which should be combined in an external mixing console for projection over eight loudspeakers according to the before given routing diagram (Fig. 8). The second master set is based on the eight-track reduction of the 24 D-tracks (7). The downmix was digitally transferred
to one $D_{A98}$ to produce an eight-track version master tape. Each of the eight tracks of this tape corresponds, one-to-one, to each of the loudspeaker channels.

After the master tapes of COSMIC PULSES were finished, a further production stage was to be carried out at request of Professor Stockhausen. The level automation of the individual layers should be neutralized (while keeping the original spatial performance recorded for COSMIC PULSES) and each of the 24 layers bounced separately to be used for the production of further electronic materials for KLANG (Fig. 16.). The 192 (24x8) resulting audio files (24bit @ 48 KHz), were labelled with the layer and loudspeaker tags (layer__#24_LS1, layer__#24_LS2, layer__#24_LS3... layer__#23_LS1, layer__#23_LS2, etc.), and delivered in 12 single-layer DVDs to Stockhausen-Verlag at the beginning of July 2007.
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[Fig. 9. Production venue at Stockhausen’s facilities in Kürten]

[Fig. 10. Machine Room – Experimentalstudio’s computers used for the spatialization of COSMIC PULSES]
[Fig. 11. Excerpt of recorded volume envelopes of layers 24 to 17 (14’20”-16’50”)]

[Fig. 12. K-tracks excerpt from Stockhausen’s spatialization performance of layers 24 to 17 (23’50”-26’30”)]
[Fig. 13. Dynamics automation corresponding to the three spatialized eight-packet groups (16'40"-19'10")]

[Fig. 14. OKTEG’s graphical interface]
[Fig. 15. OKTEG’s patch detail]

[Fig. 16. Individually spatialized layers (192 tracks) for KLANG]
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